Automatic Stock Implementation

Novares is a Aptar group. World leader in the production of micropumps, the group is present with its sales offices, with plants in seven territories from North America, Europe, to South America and Asia and is able to provide the local own product line.

The need of the customer was to achieve a more powerful, versatile and usable software of its monitoring of automated warehouse, used for the storage pallets, with the aim of:

- reduce the time of sorting pallets;
- track the position and movements of pallets in the warehouse

The software interfaces to AS400 business system and software for data acquisition missions, and continuously sends data on the handling of stock, with the possible result of making statistics, reports and analysis on these data, and improve even more optimization processes and reduce time and costs.

Thanks stock automatic system or planning the system and machines so that draw or deposit pallets in storage. Expedition, a random, levies and filings will be fully programmed and monitored by operators of production.